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ing aware of it on Monday morning.
The victim of the assault was sched- -'
uled to meet with campus security to
discuss the incident It has not been
determined whether or not mis meeting has taken place,
The second campus alert, issued

Students report
suspicious person,
Halloween abduction
'

'

Chief Staff Writer

.

.
r

Campus security has recently issued two official campus alerts regarding incidents involving a physical assault on a student and spottings
of a suspicious individual.
The first incident occurred on
October 31. Halloween night, and
involved the physical assault and
abduction of a student behind
Armington Hall. Apparently, the
suspects assaulted the student, took
him into their vehicle and dropped
him off a short while later, close to
the location of the abduction.
The incident was reported to and
handled by the Wooster police mat
night, with campus security becom- -
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... page 4

security investigates incidents
EMILY SILVERMAN

Ik

knows

Caswell-Peyto- n

.

--

on November 6, concerns, two
sightings, by two individual female
students, of a suspicious person. One
of the sightings took place around
November 4 (Director of Security
Keith James was unsure of the exact
dale at the time he was questioned)
and involved a student leaving Severance Art building al approximately
1 am. The student, leaving the building on the side facing the quadrangle,
discovered a suspicious individual
sitting on the steps. Noting that the
door to Severance was locked behind her, she proceeded to her place
of residence, Kenarden Lodge, followed by the individual. She arrived
safely at Kenarden, with the door
see Security on page 2
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Wooster Symphony
Orchestra to play
Saturday night

first round of nationals
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Football wins two straight
for first time since 1989
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Williams will not seek
asBean
re-appointn-

ient

JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor

After serving four years as Dean

of Faculty, Yvonne Williams has

indicated mat she does not wish to be
considered for a second term as Dean

The Dean of Faculty position is a
four-ye-

ar

term elected by the faculty

at large after individual members
nominate their colleagues.
Since a new Dean of Faculty will
take office on June 25, 1993, the
process of selecting a new Dean of
Faculty will begin immediately. The

Statute outlines this process: The
Dean of the Faculty will be nominated by the President to the Board
of Trustees after consultation with
the Teaching Staff and Tenure Com-

mittee and after a majority advisory
vote by ballot by the whole faculty.

and shall be a member of an academic department"
In a memo to faculty members.
President Henry Copeland set a five-ste-p
timetable to implement the process. The first step, to be completed
by Dec 8, is for any faculty member
who wishes to be considered for the

position to send a letter indicating
that desire to President Copeland.
Also to be completed by Dec. 8 is
the second step. Any faculty member who desires to nominate a colleague for the position should send a
letter indicating so to President
Copeland by this date.
After preliminary interviews, the
third step will occur. President
Copeland and Vice President of
Academic Affairs R. Stanton Hales
,

see Dean on page 2

' We're left, frankly, with nothing'
Foreign policy
expert offers
insight to U.S.
behavior

:

STEFAN A. BIELSKI
Staff Writer
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi-ef

Asked what he thought of PresideBill Clinton, Dick Clark
replied, "I saw him play sax on the
Arsenio Hall Show. He had a beat
and I could dance to it. I give him an
eight!"
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fel
low Dick Clark was on campus this
past week for a series of classes,
nt-elect

lectures and discussions.
Clark, a former U.S. senator from
Iowa, is now director of the Indochina
Policy Forum of the Aspen Institute,
headquartered in Coloa think-tan- k

rado.
Tuesday at 1 1 a.m. in Gault Re
cital Hall, ark delivered a lecture
titled The New World Disorder."
He started off by talking about the
recent election and then placed it in
the context of the world situation.
Clark reminded the audience that
Clinton said we must

a

...

photo by PAUL BORDEN

Senior Mphatso NamwaU and his teammates lost 1 to Kenyon in
the first roand of the NCAA Great Lakes Regional Tournament last
weekend. The women's team also lost in the first round of nationals
when Kenyon defeated the Scots 0 in Wooster on Saturday. See
stories, back page.
2--

1--

re-emphas-

ize

He feared that we
must turn so much inward that we
ignore the rest of the world and
progress towards isolationism. He
domestic issues.

photo by PAUL BORDEN

Former

Senator Dick Clark spoke on The New World

Tuesday morning in Gault
said that while our military presence
in the world is not needed nor warranted, we must learn to compete in
an increasingly global economy.
Clark, in his lecture and in an
interview Wednesday afternoon,
explained that with the revolutions
of Poland and the Baltic states, which
took place between 1989 and 1991,
the structure and continuity of United
States foreign policy collapsed as
well. "We're left, frankly, with nothing," Clark stated.

According to Clark, the U.S. has
constructed its foreign policy in the

"

Disorder"
-

War II era with the intention of curtailing Communism.
With the end of the Cold War, this
sweeping U.S. policy of containment is obsolete. "We have no enemy," stated Clark. But he posited,
"What alternative to containment"
do we have? Clark said we need a
new philosophy to guide foreign
policy. As yet no one has a policy to
offer, including himself.
For Clark, the future of foreign
policy will necessarily be guided by
post-Wor- ld

see Clark on page 3
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Dean pom frontpage

Streaking down the stretch
New Dean
to be chosen

IRC proposed charter

prompts debate with ISA

JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
Discussion of the International Relations Colloquium's proposed
charter during Campus Council's meeting Wednesday resulted in a
debate centering around the question of a similarity in purposes between
IRC and the International Students Association that could lead to
unhealthy competition.
Jeff McDowell, executive secretary of IRC. explained that IRC's
purpose of bringing to the College speakers on international relations
topics did not overlap ISA's functions and in fact complemented ISA.
In establishing his point. McDowell stressed the academic orientation
of IRC that is especially designed for the further enrichment of those

involved in the international relations department. McDowell made
note, however, that IRC is open to students of all majors since international relations often includes other disciplines such as economics,
political science or history.
In presenting ISA's position. Dilawar Syed, president of ISA and
Campus Council member, argued that IRC's purpose overlapped ISA's
academic functions. Syed noted that in past years ISA's academic
jwngramtning had taken less precedence than its social functions, but he
emphasized that with this year ISA is expanding and strengthening its
academic side.
To eliminate an overlap in functions between ISA and IRC, Syed
suggested that IRC only be open to international relations majors and
those majoring in related disciplines.
During the discussion, several Campus Council members suggested
that these two enthusiastic organizations should be able to benefit the
community in a cooperative atmosphere, and that speakers on campus
by the two groups.
with an international focus could be
After nearly an hour of debate. Campus Council passed IRCs charter
with only two oppositions and two abstentions.
Later this week. Syed commented, "Now that IRC is a chartered group
on campus and since both groups have similar academic purposes, there
is an ample opportunity for both groups to work together and to generate
awareness of international affairs on campus.
co-sponsor-

ed

Students look to reinstate Index
The College of Wooster yearbook. The Index, may be returning. Last
published in 1990. the yearbook folded due to lack of funds, support and
student staff members. Now, however, because of the endeavors of Erin
Cross and Elise Bates, the yearbook may come back.
Renewed student interest in the yearbook, plus support from R.
Stanton Hales.
of Academic Affairs; the Academic
Computing Services and the Reading and Writing Center has made
possible the beginning stages of an effort to reinstate the yearbook,
At the October Publications Committee meeting, some suggestions
were made regarding the feasibility of lesuueuuig the yearbook. These
suggestions included pursuing more funding. The student yearbook
cnrnminre is looking into such fundraising activities as student pages
funded by parents, as well as donations from Rubbermaid and the
Stanley C Gault foundation.
Still, staff members are needed for the effort to succeed. Students
interested in working on the yearbook staff should call either Erin Cross
(Elise).
(Erin) or
at
or Elise Bates, the
If all goes well, the next yearbook will be published during the spring
nt

co-edito- rs,

x-32-

55

x-40-

10

of 1994.

.

Mom's to close over break
ELISE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
Mom's Truckstop will be closed during Thanksgiving break. Nov.
Although Mom's is always closed during this vacation, this
,
break will be devoted to restoring a clogged drain pipe.
The pipe is located under the beverage area. Howard Raber. director
of Food Service, stated that the pipe is just old, and due to leakage, dirt
and other foreign substances have clogged the pipe.
To replace the line, the floor tiles and the concrete will be dug up. The
collapsed pipe will be removed and a new pipe will be installed.
25-2- 8.
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nominee to the faculty. An advisory
vote will be taken at that time.
Upon an affirmative vote by the
faculty, the fifth step will be imple-

,

s.?r:

mented at the February meeting of
the Board of Trustees Executive

Committee. President Copeland will

ask the committee to act upon the
nomination. By doing so. the department from which the new Dean
comes may seek a replacement
As provided in the Statute of Instruction, the faculty guidebook.
Williams is eligible for a year's leave
and has been granted one for next
year.

Compiled using information
gained from a November 10 memo
from President Henry Copeland to
members of the faculty.

-

-

-

pboio by KEARSTON SCHMIDT

This isn't Oberiin. In honor of a Wooster student's birthday,
Mends shed their clothes and ran around the track at John P.
Papp Stadium. The event, which took place around noon last
Friday in about 40 degree weather, attracted quite an audience
from the vantage point of Lowry Center Dining Room and the
hillside facing the track.

Security from front page

Security continues intense
investigation into reports

locking behind her.
Another incident, occurring on
October 28 but reported after the
above incident, involved a friend of
the aforementioned student, also on
her way to Kenarden, from
Armington Hall. The individual in
question was described by both students, according to the alert, as being a "white male, in his mid to late

twenties, between 5'9" and
6' tall, of aver-

NICOLE COWARD
Staff Writer

Vice-Preside-

will consult with the Teaching Staff
and Tenure Committee in regard to
the applicants and nominees.
At the February faculty meeting,
the fourth step will take place as
President Copeland will submit his

age build, with
shoulder-lengt- h

"We have

should be embarrassed, and fear
should not be a motive for calling

but plain common sense and precau-

tion should.'
As of yet, no additional incidents
have been reported regarding any
strange individuals wandering the
campus.
Yet another incident, not reported
publicly, took place on November 2
and involved a

an open campus,

people walk though ...it's
difficult to say what the

student riding
hu bicycle on bis
way back to

campus from a

Dairy Mart on
dark hair and motive might be..."
Liberty Street.
unshaven. He
Dir. of Security Keith James The student
was wearing a
claimed that at
black shut, black
h
pants, black boots and a
black coaL He wore several pieces
of heavy chain around his Deck.
calf-legt-

When asked about possible expla-

nations for the incidents. James
stated, "We have an open campus,
people walk through. ..it's difficult
to say what the motive might
be.. .we live in a society where
people dress to extremes.'
James stressed that the campus
alerts were not meant to scare anyone, but that they were "asking
people to share information.. .the
individual could have been
someone's visitor, or even a
student... T highly encourage students to call for escorts. ..nobody

approximately 11:30 pjn., around
the intersection of Bowman and
Bever, a van driving towards him
crossed into his lane (the left lane,
for the driver) and "floored the
van. forcing the student up onto
the curb, where he tumbled off of his
bicycle.
The student was "more angry than
scared as be fell to the ground. He

"flipped off the van, which he
lieves was an older, red and white
be-

model, and proceeded on his way. It
was only when be beard about the

Halloween incident (which also involved a van) that he decided to
notify security of the occurrence,
which he proceeded to do.

Recycling Awareness Days will
be Nov.
Several speakers will be In the
Lowry Pitat 6:30 p.m. each day.
16-1- 7.

SPRING BREAK '93 -SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus
representatives. Ski
packages also available.
CALL
1-800-6-

48-4849.

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING:
Earn $2000month
world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribeah,
etc.) No experience
necessary. For employment program information
ext.
call
1-206-6-

34-0468

rata

0
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2nd Time Around
551 East North St
(Eastof Beall)
All types of clothing
gifts, silk floral

arrangemens, jewelry
Open 10:00 a.m.
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Outdoor lighting of campus evaluated
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor

The annual fall lighting walk to
review campus outdoor lighting took
place Monday evening. Providing

input on lighting conditions were
Keith James, Director of Security;
Sophie Penney, Associate Dean of
Students; Clint Hofstetter, Director,
Physical Plant and Patricia Tierney,
Assistant Dean of Students for International Student Affairs.
Three areas were identified as in

need of additional lighting:

Stevenson's north entrance doorway,
the pathway and comer of a fenced

area east of Luce's courtyard and the
southeast corner of Hoiden Hall near
the Rubbermaid Development Center.
Also identified were several lights

in need of repair or replacement
The lights above the doors on the
south wall of Armington, including
the Beta's green light, were determined to illuminate only the wall
abov e the door rather than the area in
front of the door.
Shrubbery in several areas, in addition, was identified as obstructing

visibility. The hedge northeast of
Kenarden and south of Andrews,
along with the hedge on the south

side of the west entrance of Galpin
Hall, was determined to be in need
of pruning.
James summarized the findings of
the lighting walk in a memo sent to
Hofstetter and Fred Horst, Supervisor, Electric Shop, Physical Plant
James will consult at a later date
with the Physical Plant, who is responsible for implementing memo's

recommendations, to check on
completion of the major concerns of
the memo.

After finishing the lighting walk,
Penney commented that "the campus is a much brighter place than
when I came here seven years ago."

Clark from front page

International Programs bulletin
IPO RELEASE
Thought for the Week: "The African
Studies Program is the focus through
which you can bring to bear your
concerns for a world beyond your own
experience - the wider society "
- Former participant of Kalamazoo
Africa Program
As you are adjusting to the lovely
weather and the fact that it is already
why not ponder studying
in Africa? Next week's Program of the
Week will be Wednesday, November 18.
STUDY O?
A representative from Kalamazoo
College's African Studies Program will be on campus. As usual there will
followed by a slide presentation
be an information table in Lowry from 11-at 4 pm in Lowry 120.
Why Africa, you ask? What better way to learn about an ever increasingly
important area of the world than to be immersed in its culture and educational system? Students with academic interests such as anthropology,
history, political science, religion, etc. have found special interest in Africa.
In addition, those interested or concerned with social activism, social
reponsibility, and the Peace Corps have opted to study in Africa.
win-ter(- ?)

mid-Novemb- er,

1,

Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow Clark
addresses future of UJS. foreign policy
Computer center news
whatever policy is adopted out of the
void with which the end of containment has left us. As President George

Bush, an expert in foreign policy
maneuvers, leaves office and Gov.
Bill Clinton assumes the presidency,

there is a global concern for the
future

of U.S. foreign policy.

While Clinton has stated that he
will turn inward and focus on domestic issues, Clark does not think
that Clinton will be able to avoid
foreign affairs. According to Clark,
the civil war in the former country of
Yugoslavia will be the first dilemma
for the new administration.
Clark expressed concern over the

situation in Yugoslavia and the
world's failure to do anything to
stop the killing. He said if CIA
estimates are accurate, 100,000

people could die there this winter.
Clark predicted, with Americans
seeing pictures of the atrocities night
after night on TV, the Clinton administration will be forced to do
something. He thinks it is important
to formulate a policy now to decide
future action so we do not act rashly.
For Clark, this new policy musy
include three aspects. The first of
these is that the United States must
begin to focus on international economic issues. For Clark, the U.S.

should formulate policies to guide

dealings with such institutions as the
World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). His second
concern is that the U. S. begin to pay

greater attention to environmental
issues as they are tied to development concerns. Clark is optimistic

that with Sen. Al Gore, the new
White House administration will
begin to resolve environmental concerns. Finally, Clark believes it is
necessary for the U.S. to consider
the issues of human rights and
democritizatioa Overall, Qark does
not see that Clinton will react to
foreign policy concerns differently
than Bush has. Still, Qark seems
optimistic about the new administration. He stated. "I have the impression that Clinton is a bright
son, that he's a quick learner."

per-

In addition to his Tuesday address, Clark was a guest lecturer in
several classes this week, attended
the political science table in Kittredge

and met with small groups of students. He also held office hours,
mainly to help students with their

ACS RELEASE

It's that time of year again, affectionately known to the Computer Center
as "Crunch Time." 'Crunch Time" signals the approaching due dates of
final exams, final class projectspapers and longer
Junior I.S., take-hodrafts of Senior I.S. papers. ACS quickly becomes the most popular places
on campus, and tasks that two weeks ago would've taken no time at all to
projects. It is not unusual to see every
finish, are now major
computer occupied and up to a dozen students waiting around for the first
free one. It's not unusual for printers on campus to be backed up by an hour
or more.
Some things can be done to make this time of year flow a little easier. Tip
1: Don't Procrastinate. Try to get your work done as early as possible. Give
yourself enough time to deal with unexpected delays. Tip 2: Stay Calm.
The employees at the computer center will work to resolve any problem that
arises as soon as they are able. Becoming abusive or impatient will not get
the problem solved any sooner.
You know your own schedule and you know when your projects are due.
Being able to manage your time wisely is the best way to wade through
"Crunch Time" at ACS.
me

time-consum- ing

The Computer Center

independent studies.

will extend its hours starting tomorrow from

Change the World.

F30

9-- 12

ft.

Help us fight hunger and poverty. Join people on your
campus and give up a meal or more, and donate the money
you would have spent on food to Oxlam America's
projects. It's called the Fast for a World Harvest
and, since 1973, millions of college students have fasted for
a day so that others could eat for a lifetime.

:

life-savi- ng

Fast Nov. 19

midnight on Saturdays.

GOLIARD
Wooster'i

literary

magazine

Change the World.

(imnm
9
Sponsored by
Newman Catholic Org.
Interfaith Council

.Oxfamff
America!

xm
WORLD

HARVEST

ONLY YOU

ON

PREVENT FOREST
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More than
meets the eye
Beta Kappa Phi

You may be asking yourself . . . who arc these guys?
I am about to let you know.
My name is Rob Sana, and I
am filling in for Erik this
week to write an article in the
name of the first section, better know as Beta Kappa Phi.
In 1912. Beta Kappa Phi
was founded as the first section here at Wooster. Since
that time, the section has clone

much growing and accomplished some serious tasks
through serious bonding.
Service projects are a big part

of Beta, and over the years
there have been many.
Our run to Cleveland this
year for People to People
Ministries was a great suc-

cess and in the past there
have been several other
projects

.

..

such as running a

local haunted bouse for
Wooster children, participat-

ing in canned food drives.
Big Brother programs, nonalcoholic parties and even
assisting in building a play-

ground at Christmas Run
Park.
Don't get the wrong idea, I
don't mean to brag about the
projects we have accomplished. I just want to keep
the College well informed so
that all have an idea about
who we are. and try to cut
back on the idea about the
"Stereotypical Greek.
With 45 members. Beta is
section that is
a close-knopen to all. but is made up of
more than meets the eye.
Brotherhood and trust are the
main qualities between us.
and is not to be taken lightly.
We support one another in
everything that we do. and
are honest enough to tell a
brother when we think he is
doing something harmful to
himself or others.
Our support is shown the
best for one another at sporting events. Betas are competitors in a variety of sports
and activities including soccer, lacrosse, cross country,
swimming and positions in
SGA.
I am only a sophomore,
and new to the Beta family,
but I have learned more from
these guys in a year than in
all four years in prep school.
I would do anything for them,
as I know they would do for
--

it

me. Talk to them, get to
biow mem. and you too may
find out that there is more to
the Betas than meets the eye.

FEATUREJT
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The trials of being disabled at Wooster
For handicapped,

every day presents
new challenges

F- -r

:
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ZACHARY VEHXEUX
Staff Writer
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Feet are something most take for
granted. Unfortunately, not everybody is able to use them.
life for some can be very different
from what the rest are used to.
Imagine spending your life in a

wheelchair. Imagine not being able to
run to class at 7:58. Imagine having to
fight your way to your mailbox dur-

ing lunch or trying to get a salad

during dinner. It takes two hands to
propel a wheelchair, at least if you
want to go in a straight line, making
carrying things rather difficult-Ther- e

is no doubt that life in a
wheelchair is very restricting.
The College of Wooster has made
many efforts to make its campus accessible to everyone. In theory, a
handicapped student can access most
places on campus. But in practice, it's
considerably more difficult.
Ask Courtney Caswell Peyton, w ho
has not had full use of her legs since
birth. She can tell you about how
much trouble it is just trying to get
somewhere.
Who. at some point during his or
her years at Wooster. hasn't tripped

over a brick or two when walking

from Lowry to Kauke? Imagine navigating that path in a whedchair. AO it
takes to dump Courtney headfirst onto
the pavement is for one front wheel to

get stuck between two bricks. It's

happened to her several times and to
say the least, it's unpleasant. Riding
on bricks is not only a bumpy ride, but
it's hard on me tires, too. And it's very
hard for her to get anywhere with a
flat.
Things that the rest of us don't even
notice, like sidewalk ramps that don't

line up quite right, become nightmares for the transport ationall y challenged. What about that mysterious

bump halfway between Kauke and
Lowry? And the dip? Nobody knows
why those are there, but, for Courtney,
they sure are inconvenient. And when
it rains, her arms and hands become
covered with mud from her wheels.

There are only two dorms that a
handicapped student can live in.
Kenarden and Luce (not many complaints there). And with a few exceptions, they can't even visit the rest
This year. Courtney has a single in
e
bath- Kenarden with an
almost-privat-

c

'

pboto by PAUL BORDEN

The newly renovated Kenarden Lodge Is one of two dormitories on campus that provides adequate
measures of transportation for handicapped students.
room and the oriy shower in the building that does not require the constant
pressing of a button. She now has a
desk phone, but when she First arrived
this fall, her phone was mounted on
the wall, just out of her reach. She has
a key to the elevator which is right
outside her door, and can get to most
parts of the building without any difficulties.
Getting to meals in Lowry requires
a ride in a large freight elevator and a
trip through the middle of the kitchen.
Not only is it unappetizing to roll past
the smell of the dishwashing room on

CUSTOM-DESIGNET-SHIR-

D

TS

ON CAMPUS. FOR

MORE INFO
CALL JEFF AT:
1-800-736-6827

Visiting the library requires ringing

a doorbell in the back and getting
somebody to come let her in.
Any classes in Kauke hall require

riding the elevator that Courtney says.
"Might as well just be used as a storage closet It s an ancient, shaky,
dark, elevator that takes an eternity to

get from one floor to another and
doesn't have a working phone.
Courtney picked Wooster because

it had better handicapped facilities
than any of the other colleges she
visited. But it's far from perfect
She's been in a wheelchair long

enough to know how to get around

obstacles, and she's been at Wooster

long enough to know how to get
around campus, but organized crowds
like registration (where she must exit
through the entrance) still present certain problems.

the way to supper, but it's almost
dangerous, with people carrying large
trays of steaming hot food running by
all the time.
Courtney can't even eat in KiOredge
unless she can find a couple of strong
students to hoist her and her wheelchair up the single step.
The Underground? She can get to
it if she crawls up three steps to the
loading dock, and rides a rusty, outdoor freight elevator down to the basement I've done it, and it's an experience which brings about images of
sinking deep into the bowels of hell.
Courtney has no way to get into
Galpin or Prick Halls, short of crawling.
1

$$$$ GREAT MONEY

POTENTIAL
SELL

-

For special student

ALL AVAILABLE AT:

f

NOW WITH 2 GREAT LOCATIONS

I

air-

fares, visa assistance,
international ID cards,
medical, baggage and
travel insurance, and bus J
and rail passes, call Study )
)
Abroad Travel at

(across from Handy Andy
near Chapel HiO Man)

J

Canton

Akron
1717BrittainRd.

,

,

271 9'Fulton Dr. N W.
(across from AAA)
-

452-632-
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j What do you do with a major in. . . ?

Political Science
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
Since pcJitics has been all the rage for the past month, this week's
column seeks to find what political science entails and why anyone
would want to major in it
Political science involves the study of political processes, the roles
and responsibilties of governmental institutions, policies of political
systems and political thought. The major seeks to answer both the
questions of who holds power in society and the question of who
should hold power.
It appears mat no area is outside the study of political science. The
discipline looks at both global and local issues, deals with public and
private domains of human life and asks both empirical and normative
questions about society. Its study tries to bring together humanistic

and scientific ways of thinking about the world.
"A political science major can be thought of as an umbrella,"
senior major Chris Angus said. "Analyses in the discipline draw from
' work done in all of the other social sciences."
Wooster's political science department offers courses that range
from classes on the origins of political thought to
theory. No part of the world is left untouched as each semester there
are various courses covering the politics of the globe:- - Africa, the
Middle East, the (former) Soviet Union or even Latin Amelia.
Majors are required to take courses in a number of subfields in the
post-mod- ern

photo by PAUL BORDEN

Moved from downtown location...

CLASSIC IMPORTS
Selling tapestries, jewelry, pants, scarves, doll dresses

discipline which include: U.S. politcs, international politics, political
theory and comparative politics, as well as study in quantitative
methods in the science. Some majors even participate in internships
on Capitol Hill.
skills with which
"Students are taught a variety of problem-solvin- g
to address substanitive issues," department chair Mark Weaver said.
"Majors must leam to think quantitatively, analytically, comparatively, and normatively."
Once these skills have been developed, what exactly does one do
with a major in political science besides becoming president?
"You can teach, do public policy or plan a coup." senior major
Erika Poethig said. "If you really want to be a politician you can do

that, too."
Many majors go on to law school and graduate schools after
Wooster, but businesses and consulting groups recognize the value of
the skills developed by political science majors. The government is
also a large employer of students with a poiinsdence background,
along with special interest groups and media organizations.
Futher occupations open for majors include such diverse areas as
researchers, consumer advocates, public relations specialists, FBI
agents. Peace Corps volunteers and mtemational trade specialists. A

at wholesale prices Ir

few majors even begin the mysterious path which leads them to
becoming political science professors.
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In Wooster.
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while the Republicans appeared
helter-skelton issues until the last
er

few weeks when they hit upon "taxes
and trust" Personally, I find that the

most important issue for America

was ridiculed into the ground by the
media. This issue being traditional
values.
Unfortunately, during the Republican convention this issue was per

R.E Baxter. Ryan D. Bnrfess
Gina Bornhnci Robb DeGraw.
Kok Kiaa Goa, Erik Haakoosea.
C Masoa Haflmaa. Michael MaOisoa.
Matt Seaman. Marc Oaroode Smith
Copy Editon . . .
"
Dana DeWeese
Kristea Flaschbart
John Wei tart
Office Manmrtr
Robert Wine
Owtbmdtpmom . . .
Michael Mattisoa

And to some extent I agree.
said from what Vice President
Buchanan
However, we need to separate what
Quayie presented during the campaign.
We couldn't talk about the traditional values debate without mentioning
Murphy Brown. Once again the media distorted Quayle's message. He was
not slamming single rrrothers. He has endlessly commended them. Quayie

are children joining gangs? Because it gives them a
sense offamily. So leVs give them a sense offamily at home
Why

instead. How can we lower teenage pregnancies, the threat
of AIDS, and drug use? Use. the family to instill values
which teach them to respect sex and stay away from drugs.

was slamming the television show which jeered at the traditional family.
The V.P. would love to see successful single mothers, yet he knows that the
largest percentage
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On
the
right

verted by Patrick Buchanan. The
media cried "homophobic and divisive.

Brittany Ballard
Catherine Tadros

Cartooaists . ..

Many issues surfaced during the
past presidential campaign. The
economy, trust, character and taxes
flooded our television screens. The
Democrats ran a focused campaign,

Mike Householder

SlafJVtnttn ...

Revitalizing the American family

of people living in poverty is single mothers. He knows

that the deconstruction of the family is leading to some of society's most
visible problems. This is the message be was trying to convey.
A recent article in the New York Times Magazine, written by Rosemary
L. Bray, explained how she was able to escape the poverty and crime of the
Robert Taylor homes in Chicago. She writes. I didn't end up pregnant
because I had better things to do. I knew I did because my uneducated.
Southern-bor- n
parents told me so" and "my family and 1 had every reason
to believe I had better things to da" Here's where we can start to restructure
inner cities: strengthen the role of the American family.
Why are children joining gangs? Because it gives them a sense of family.
So let's give them a sense of family at home instead. How can we lower
within the family will keep kids in
unemployment? Building
school. With an education, the ciprxTtunity to find a job is heightened. How
can w e low er teenage pregnancies, the threat of AIDS and drug use? Use the
family to instill values which teach them to respect sex and stay away from
drugs. As you can see. the issue of traditional values touches upon all of the
other issues presented in the campaign. And not one of these remedies costs
the federal government a single cent
Now I know there will be critics who will ask "whose values are you
--

self-estee-

m

presenting?" And to answer them, no. they are not white, patriarchal values.
They are American values which derive from numerous cultures that cherish
the institution of the family. The first step to revitalizing our country is to
revitalize the family. Unfortunately, the only person to die this is the most
to: Vice President Quaylc.
non-listene-

d

Feast for worms
Max arrived at the funeral just in
time. The wind was Mowing steadily
and the cold air had a bite to it He
stood motionless and listened to the
words of the priest, who gave the

eulogy for bis deceased grandmother.
"She lived a good life," the priest

went on to say. .Meaningful and
significant Now she is with the
Savior in paradise and we should be
happy for her.
Max left the graveyard and went
for a drive. He pulled into his preferred bar. After sitting there for
several hours he was joined by a

friend that happened to stumble upon
him there. They sat together in silence for some time and then broke out a
pack of cigarettes. Max lit one and took a long heavy drag.

"Is she really better off now?" Max started. "Was her life really
meaningful?"
"What are you getting at" was the response.
"Who's to say that her life severed any point at all. Why wasn't it just a
big waste of time filled with a few moments of pleasure? She's in the ground
now. A feast for worms. AD the things she worried about or fretted over are
now nothing. They took up space that she could have used for something
else. For God's sake! She was given a Protestant burial and she didn't even
practice."
"You think the funeral was hypocritical then? Or are you more concerned
with the fact that there might not be some sort of af terlif e for her to go to?"
"Both! We have no way of knowing. Why should we cling to some
unprovable idea that there is a perfect hereafter for us to go to? Why feed
ourselves on the notion that our existence here has any point at all? There
is no rational notion for these ideas. I cannot believe that we live in a society
that treasures reasou and rational thought in all other matters with the
exception of the death concept We refuse to address it seriously."
Max's friend took a sip of his beer and gave him a hard stare. It was the
eyes of the pragmatist trying to understand the abstract
"You seem pretty angry. It seems perfectly obvious to me why people
ding to the myth of the afterlife. Just like they will for all time. Concepts
like 'life is meaningless' or that once you're dead there is nothing but void
are too scary for most people to deal with."
"So they Just go through life's little ups and downs till the end, huh? Most
of them never tethering to seriously delve into the issue of what is the point
of their continued living and breathing? Well, not me. I've got a plan."
"What? Do you have the answer to the big question?"
"No I don't but I know a better way to live."
"Let me guess: in constant pursuit of knowledge? Always asking the same
questions and criticizing those who never bother to do the same as you."
"Not at all. I intend to try to capture the moments of my youth w hile they
are still available to me. While most others coast through life in a state of
more asleep than alive I want to make myself aware. I
want to be the one who. on my death bed, can say that I have truly lived. I
will die aware as opposed to the sad state of Jeep in which most others die."
"Whatever, Max. After two months youTl forget all about it You 11 end
up doing your regular stuff like everybody else."
"We'll see. man. Well sec."
Max stamped out his cigarette in the overflowing ash tray.
semi-consciousne-

ss,
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Our petty grievances

.

year in fulfilling its obligations to

pitched sound in every College bu3d--,
ing when there is a power surge?
O Why is their so much junk mail
mow boxes? Dees our tuition pay for
all the paper and printing?
O Why is security so concerned
with giving parking tickets-righ- t
now

monuments in the courtyard next to
Galpm?
O McGaw Chapel?
O Why did the College buy new
salt and pepper shakers?

O Why are there

when there aren't enough parking
spaces to begin with, and people don't
feel like walking across campus in
light of the recent campus alerts?
O Why were so many College
professon featured as part of the 1992

O Why did the College spend
money to put those pointless stones

in

first-yea- rs

Kenarden and seniors m Stevenson?
O Why are there so many worms
on the ground?
O Why aren't we allowed to come
back from breaks until the Saturday
before classes? (some of us have to
drive more than eight and a half hours!)
O Why don't writers meet the
Wednesday 5 p.m. Voice deadline?
O Why does the Bookstore
rip off students buying books?
O Why do our meal cards have to
burned by a soldering iron? Is there
no better system?
O Why can't the meal plan be
purchased separately from the housing fee?
O Why aren't students told how to
calluse call waiting and three-wa- y
ing? .
O Why dees Lowry put nuts in the
chocolate chip cookies?
O Why. do we love the Voice?
con-tinual-

.

ly

Clinton: The one we can trust
One question: "Why did Bill Clinton
beat a president who, at one time, had

a 92

approval rating?" Another

question: "How did Clinton survive
allegations of marital infidelity and
incompetence?" The BIG question:
-WHO DO YOU TRUST?
Ross
It wasn't
mega-billionai-

re

in the
Perot. He did poll 9
popular vote, but bis "legions" of
supporters either chickened out at the
last moment or stayed at home to
18-1-

watch Nickelodeon reruns, confidant

that their vote wasn't needed (that's
how Carter lost). Besides, we don't
need somebody that paranoid. He's
as bad as Nixon. The people didn't
trust Perot to be able to do anything
but tax gasoline 50 cents (not a bad
idea, just from the wrong guy.)
It wasn't George Bush. Poor
George. He was dang so well! The
war was over. The polls were astounding. And then these piss-ant

Democrats in New Hampshire started
nipping at his heels. When front- -

runner Clinton, seemingly went down

in the Flowers scandal, George must
have been ecstatic. But that pesky
Bill Clinton wouldn't go away. He
came in a solid second place in New
Hampshire and proceeded to basically wait out the rest of the Democrats by being willing to go farther
into debt than anyone else. And on
Bush's side, the Republicans... well,
Pat Buchanan sure wasn't going to
get invited to the White House for
dinner anymore.

But the big question raised by
George Bush was the question that
brought him down." "Who do you
trust" was the "Read My Lips" of the
1992 campaign. Barely a week before the election. Bush was calling the
ClintonGore ticket "Governor Bozo
and the Ozone Man." As Bush campaigned across Ohio, the only Republican candidate willing to be seen with
him was Mike DeWine, and he lost.
While the allegations Perot made of

the GOP planning to disrupt his

daughter's wedding were not taken
completely seriously, they did raise
some nagging questions. And then
came the death blow. As Bush was
saying "Who do you trust" all across
the nation, a memo written during
Iran-Co- n
tra came to the media's attention. Although Bush had repeated
over and over that he hadn't been
involved, the memo indicated that he
was at meetings and even approved of
the operation.
So when it came down to "Who do
you trust" on November 3, the voters

thought about it, and decided that

marital infidelity was not nearly as
important as violating the national
trust and lying to them. Who did they
trust? Bui Clinton and change.
Lots of people have screwed up
relationships. Not many screw up
national security. When it came down
to it. Bush's was the bigger boo-boo.

Give hockey a chance at Wooster

concrete could grace the college campus and solve our problems. I realize some people may have problems
with the aesthetics of a drab parking
faculty and for all of you out there I
have two words for you: McGaw

students who have purchased Macintosh computers from the College. One
of the reasons a majority of students
buy these computers from ACS is that
they are hooked up to the network,
which allows them to print out papers
anywhere on campus, access the li-

brary without leaving their dorm
rooms, and sharing files with other
Mac owners. Currently (Monday).

Chapel.
While this construction is occurring let us consider the construction
of an athletic facility for a sport
practically foreign to this part of the
country. Ice hockey is the fastest
sport on two feet! It's exciting, fun
to watch, and even better to play.
Hockey also has fewer major injuries than football. I know enough

hockey players on campus right now
to field a solid team. But a varsity

team cannot be assembled because
lack of faculties. After all the nearest rink is in North Olmstead, an
hour away. If Wooster claims to be
t,
why
an ivy league in the
don't we have a hockey team? Now
I realize our meek sports budget could
never support both hockey and footmid-wes-

ball. The football team's record
speaks in defense for itself. Give
hockey a chance.
Patrick Logue, sophomore

the PEC. Armington, and Holden
zones are not on the network. Along
with Douglass these four zones have
been up and down all semester long.
ACS makes it clear that one of the
perks of purchasing a computer from
the College is the convenience of the
network. Buying a computer is an
expensive decision to make, and for
those who make it here at the College
of Wooster, I feel as though they
should get what is advertised.
Rohan DeFonseka, sophomore

letter

Residents complained to no avail
What does it take? Does it take
someonebreaking into my room and
raping me? Or stealing some of my

belongings? Or threatening me?
Someone tell me when people are
going to realize that Kenarden is unsafe and do something to change it
I am a female living on the basement floor, my windows are at ground

level and right across from the all
male dorm, Andrews, I have

see-throu- gh

shades, and no screens. That
is a safety hazard. Excuse me and my
for not knowing that our
dorm representatives, whom we have
voiced our concerns to, never spoke
to security about the safety hazards.
Of course, how should we know that
the head of security was never informed of the problems after we were
told that security would be making
more frequent rounds about Kenarden
(w hich never happened as far as I can
tell)? And excuse us for not realizing
that the head of security could not tell
that the lack of screens, locks, and
shades wasis a safety
hazard all by himself.
I was with everyone else from the
chemical free suite when Mr. Dwayne
hall-mat- es

non-see-throu-

gh

Davis told us we should appreciate
the luxuries we have instead of complaining about the unsafe conditions.
Why would he deny making mis statement, when everyone who attended
the meeting heard him say that? Everyone who was there can attest to
Karyn Baumman and Elaine Baran's
"alleged" claims. We're not blaming
him, we are just asking for help so we
can feel safe, so why be defensive?
Why is there this mi scommuni cation and bureaucracy? Where are the
security guards who are supposed to
be making more frequent rounds about
Kenarden?. Was this arrangement
ever really made? If so, why doesn't
the head of security know about it?
Why are all of the people with the
power to make a difference not listening and taking us seriously? Why are
those same people being so defensive
and passing blame instead ofjust fixing the problem? What does it take
for someone to take us seriously?
I am not willing to jeopardize my
body or my things to make the point
that the conditions we live in as females in Kenarden are unsafe.
Kate Peterson, first-year

letter

Security is all campus problem
The comments made in last week's
Voice about the privileged folks who
dwell in Kenarden Hilton stirred our
emotions.
The concerns were of the security
issue regarding women who reside in
the ground floor rooms. We agree
that their grievances are valid and
justified, but we think that the prob
lem extends to everyone who lives m
ground floor rooms around campus,
men included.
Between the two of us we have

managed to survive life in the

letter

The parking situation on campus
is a festering cancer which is getting
larger as you read. The solution to
this problem is simple and easy. A
parking garage. That's right, at least
three beautiful levels of cement and

Pagi

The Academic Computing Service
has done a poor job thus far this school

C

ar

j

ACS not fulfilling obligations

c

First Year Forum?
O Why is WCWS on the air one
hour, and off the air the next?
O Why, if the College continually
preaches gender equality, are female
athletes referred to as Lady Scots and
male athletes as Fighting Scots?
O Why are so many of the dorm
rooms on campus so poorly lit? Check
out Wagner for a good example.
O Why is it so obvious who is a
first-yeand who is not?
O Why didn't more students go to
the Pine Street Cafe last year?

,

letter

The rain, tlie noise, tlie stones, and tlie salt shakers
Why is Lowiy (and Kittredge of
course!) food so repetitious?
O Wiry is the big screen television
stuck next to the bowling lanes?
O Why don't die Hooters come
back for another conceit? Kidding.
O Where is the new track that has
been promised every year since we've
been here?
O Why does it rain so much?
O Why do people insist on reading
their junk mail in the mailroom, while
blocking traffic?
O Why does trie freezer room in die
basement of Lowry (near the Voice )
smell so foul? If you knew what it
smelled like, you'd understand why
the food tastes the way it does.
O Why is the computer network
never working?
O Why do we end up paying over
$80,000 to the College for a mere
piece of paper?
O Why can't the football team win
more often? We won't even bring up
volleyball.
O Why hasn't the College finished
painting Bontrager house?
O Why are the clocks at the west
end of Lowry dining hall almost ten
minutes slow?
O Why is there an annoying high- -

t

Armington basement for ten semes
ters. Unfortunately, on many occa
sions we have pondered whether our
home is an outlet for local criminals
to acquire better man average holiday
gifts for friends and family.
g
Although our personal
has never been threatened, the loss of
personal belongings, for us and two of
weu-oein-

our neighbors, amounted to over
$5000 last year alone. It is important
to add here that these thefts occured
during two separate vacations.

The first theft occurred during
Thanksgiving break. Although none
of the valuables were recovered. Cam

pus Security showed some concern
by securely bolting the ground floor
windows during the following Christmas break. All remained intact
Unfortunately, it seems that Cam-

pus Security's concerns quickly

dwindled and during spring break they

did nothing. Due to Security's neglect, we were raped of our belongings once again.
In order to ensure the safety of our
belongings over vacations. Security
recommends that we leave nothing in
our rooms. The simple fact is that
most students do not have the means
to easily take their valuables with
them on vacation.
We now use our own ingenuity in
bolting our windows shut with screws
and nails so we are not victimized
again, but mis should not be our concern.
Now is the time to get something
done. We ask that all basement and
ground floor dwellers around campus
express their concerns and make Security do something so you txx are not
pillaged as we have been.
Stephen T. Fulmer, senior
Steven M Morris, junior
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Guest cellist to highlight Symphony Orchestra concert
Staff Writer
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg, will give the first full

bells. Alexander graduated from the
College of Wooster in 1984 and now
lives in Madison. Wisconsin.

con-

cert of its 77th season tomorrow
evening at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. The performance will feature guest cellist Norman Fischer,
who will conclude the concert playing Dvorak's "Concerto in B minor
for Violoncello and Orchestra, Opus
ognized throughout the United
States. He is especially known for
his performances of newer works
written for cello that have not yet
become a part of the established repertoire. Fischer was a founding
member of the prestigious Concord
String Quartet and has been per-

Next on the program are Two
Pieces for String Orchestra by Jack
Gallagher, who is a professor and
acting chair of Wooster's music department. He is also a former director of the Wooster Symphony Orchestra. In 1989-9he composed
his Two Pieces for String Orchestra
in two short movements. The fist is
written in sonata form, and the second features a small group of solo
players.
The third major work on the program is Steven Winteregg's T.G.V:
Train a Grand Vitesse." This work
is based on the sounds of the French
"bullet train"
the T.G.V. and

forming with pianist Jeanne Kierman
in the Fischer Duo since 1971. He is

ing of tracks, whistles, etc.

104."
Fischer's musicianship is well

o

ments (handbells, chimes, vibraphone, gong, etc.) to create the impression of the sound of individual

RUTH BERRY

Friday November 13
Come and buy some of Lisa's
Wild Woolys at the Sweater Sale
in Lowry Center from 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. As always, come to the
Happy Hour in the Underground from 5 to 6:45 p.m. The

1

0.

rec-

Student Spotlight Showcase

featuring Rob Kugler. Chris

Kelly and Jamie Christensen will
be at Mom's at 8 pjn. See Jason
on the loose at Crystal Lake for

in Friday the 13th for $.50 at
the Underground! Visit the Fiats
with SAB! The travel trip is from
10 p.m. to 3 a.m. Register at the
Lowry Front Desk with a $2
refundable deposit

uses instruments to suggest the click-

a former faculty member of the
Obcrlin Music Conservatory and is
currently a professor at the Shepherd School of Music at Rice University in Houston. Tomorrow's
performance will not be the first
Fischer has given at the College of
Wooster. His last appearance here

Winteregg, a professor of music at
Wittenberg University, has won 14
different awards for his compositions. The fourth piece of the concert is the more traditional Overture
to "Semiramide," by Rossini, which
will be followed by the concluding
Dvorak work featuring Norman
Fischer.
Sponsors for this concert are the
College of Wooster Cultural Events
Committee and the Women's Committee for the WSO. The concert is
free for College students and staff.
Tickets for the general public are $5
and can be purchased in advance at
the Lowry Information Desk or at

was in 1990. when he gave the world
premiere performance of "Vigil for

Cello and Orchestra," by Augusta
Reed Thomas.
The concert will include four additional pieces, the first of which
will be the premiere performance of
Elizabeth Alexander's "Bells in
Winter.
This piece uses brass,
timpani, and several bell like instru
--

the door.

--

Saturday November 14
River Phoenix and Keanu Reeves

star in My Own Private Idaho
at 7:30 and again at 10 p.m. in
Mateer!

Sunday November 15
The Lowry Center Art Wall

features Chinese Folk Art:

Mefli's Acquisitions! The classic-The
Picture of Dorian Gray
will be shown in Mateer for free
at 730 p.m.
Wednesday November 18
Join in the travel trip to Akron
to see the evening of Malcom X
at 10 am.! Register the Lowry
Front Desk. Come and voice
your opinion at the SAB Sug
gestion Box in Lowry Center at

pboio by NEWS SERVICES

Gaest cellist Norman Fischer performs with the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra tomorrow evening at S: 15 id McGaw CfaapcL

Kugler to perform in Spotlight Showcase tonight

show, in his words, "represents a
sort of chronicle of my life." As a
result the audience will hear tunes
ranging from "The Road Not Far

He hopes that his lyrics will speak to
people because "they say things in a
different way," but what is most
important is that they speak for him

the first song he ever performed live (at his high school) to
the debuts of four of his most recent

and represent his experiences.
Kugler says he has no system by
which he creates his songs "it can
take me 20 minutes or 4 months to
write a song, they just happen."

Singerguitarist Robert Kngler will
be performing in a Spotlight Showcase at Mom's Tmckstop in Lowry
Center tonight at 8:00 p.m.
Kugler s show will be unique in

many ways. First, unlike many of
the musicians in the Spotlight Showcase this year, Kugler is a College of
Wooster student, a sophomore.
Some may have seen him last year in
his two on --cam pus appearances at
talent shows performing his songs
such as "The Beach Song" and "No
Laurels."
Another notable aspect of Kngjer's
show is that it will be comprised
almost entirely of original songs. A
self-taug-

ht

Behind"

songs.
On top of the opportunity to hear
original material, the audience will
also have a chance to buy Kugler's

.

In addition to Kugler, several other
Wooster students will be perform

ing at the Showcase.

First-Ye-

ar

siager and guitarist Jamie

Christensen will cover a number of
popular tunes by such artists as The
Grateful Dead, James Taylor, and
R.E.M. in an intimate "unplugged"
Chris Kelly
performance. First-Yewill also contribute to the gig with
ar

his own interpretation of popular

Video Nfcht at fee UttJereround
begins at 8 p.m. with Macauley
Culkin's first kiss in My Girt!
At 10 pjo. Hot Shots will be

Broadway show tunes.
So support local music; come see
all of Wooster's talented students at
Mom's . Their show will be a welcome change from the proliferation
of "College Performing Artist of the
Year" types we see at Wooster and a
unique opportunity to see new artists and hear what they have to say.

shown!

Thursday November 19

Voice your opinion at the Sug
gestion Box in Lowry during
dinner!

Showcase features Chris Kelly
KOKKIANGOH
Staff Writer

The most interesting number is
the last one, 'The World Goes
Round It's my favorite. It sums
up everything." So says Chris Kelly,
who will be performing at the Spot-

light Showcase tonight.
will be singKelly, a
ing various songs, mostly jazz and
pieces from musicals. Greatly involved in the performing arts, he
has been singing for about three
years and has also done many thefirst-yea-

r,

atrical performances and musicals.
For the showcase, he will be ac

companied by pianist Delburt
Higgins and be is enthusiastic about

Specializing in

Designer Labels
and jewelry

this partnership.

Concerning the material, Kelly
says: "Some of it is very sad and
poignant but these songs are the
most fun to sing anyway. People
can relate. Everyone's been to hell
and back." Some songwriters say
they do their best work when they
are in despair or hurt. The same can
be said of singers. At Mom s tonight at 9 pm, let us go on a guided
tour of our inner feelings.
On "The World Goes Round,"
Kelly speaks of rays of light after
the gloominess. "It's the moment
we all need when we are upset, to
let our feelings out, but there is a
very important message in the text.

Cry about it, then get along with it"

with selections UNDER

$10.00
Forenza
I-Ba-

guitarist, Kugler has been
composing since his sophomore year
in high school and the playlist of the

first album. From Where I Stand, a
set of five originals and one cover
("Water is Wide") aQ of which (save
one "Graduation Day") will be included in the show. The album,
Kngler says, is a project he has been
planning for 5 years. With the help
of friends and the use of Gault Recital Hall, he was able to master
three of the songs on campus last
Spring, while the other three are live
cuts recorded at an appearance at the
Caf6 Improv in his home town of
Princeton, New Jersey.
Kugler is excited to have this
chance to perform his songs. The
Mom's show will be "the longest
show I have ever done." he says, as
well as a chance to "have my music
be heard by a larger audience than
ever before." Kugler emphasizes
that it is nothing but a need to write
that motivates his musical activity.

JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A & E Editor

dinner!
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A brief history
of philosophy
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MATT SEAMAN
Humor Columnist
Philosophy is very old. It started
back around 600 B.C when Thales
was walking and looking up at the
stars. Then he fell into a well, and
didn't realize it From this he came
up with the first metaphysical theory.
He said that the world was made of
water. Then they pulled him out of
the well, but he was so disoriented
all he could do was make swimming
motions. Later, he married a fish.

.

:

rem

VV

can

mi

The next big philosopher was

w--b

Socrates. Socrates was a very confused man in Athens. He kept wondering how he was supposed to live.
People often asked him which part
he was having trouble with. Finally

they decided the best thing to do

would be to get him drunk. Unfortunately the bartender got a little confused and accidentally gave him hemlock instead of a daiquiri and Socrates
died.
Then came the Early Modem Period in philosophy. At approximately
o
timtf that Ttf-K-w . RraKp
llu
ua
"
UJV imd UU1V !
J
dying from a bladder explosion, the
early modems were being very bored.
Most people, when faced with the
kind of boredom these people face,
would have amused themselves by

for me.
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hitting their heads into a wall, but
not the Early Modern Philosphers.
Instead, they wrote long books in
foreign languages about the nature

r

ITViiL per5
Currerv
line.

o- -

o

of sense.

Sory

The Early Modem Period reached
its climax when Kant wrote several
hundred pages on how we percieve
space and time. He found these
things very interesting because he
was insane.

Some

Then we had the Later Modern
Period of philosophy. The central

il

button

I k

'

fv
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liasH--
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v
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figure in this period is Wittgenstien,
who was terribly interested in the
question, "What is the meaning of a
word?' This was because be lost his

hou'S

only dictionary. Later he decided
that the meaning of a word comes
from the context it is used in. That
way he didn't have to buy a new
dictionary.
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The next big change in Philosophy came with Bousma, the man
who created a revolution when he
invented the phrase. "Well, maybe
it's like this. . .
In the seventies, a huge conflict
arose between the philosphers of

c.xeo'

entists started to do the science of
nhilnsvrthv fn retaliate far the nhi- -
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science. The end result was a lot of
broken noses and several beer brawls, v
not to mention all of the torn tweed.
This war ended with Kruezmamsm,
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get along is cool facial hair and a lot
hirtUnorlra This ta wh(re ntu- losopny is muay.
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a little incomplete, but the Educa- - j'
tirmai PrJirv Prwrrmirtee has cut the
number of faculty in the philosophy ;
department so my education has
wound up being a little bit sketchy,1.
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football

FootlbsiM tesnnni wmms two mm a row

Scots win
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant S porta Editor

4
at the
good, leaving the score
half. Robinson rushed for an astounding 258 yards (third most in
Wooster history) on 41 attempts.
"Robinson and our ground game
chewed up time off the clock." said
Tucker.
The second half belonged to the
Scots as they scored three touchdowns in the third quarter and held
off Wilmington, holding them to one
touchdown in the fourth period.
Wooster scored on Robinson 3- - and
as well as a
16-1-

The Fighting Scot football team
defeated Wilmington College last
The
Saturday by a score of 30-2game, played in front of one thousand fans in Wilmington, OH.
marked the First time in three seasons that the Scots have won two
0.

games in a row.

head coach Bob
Tucker's fighting Scots took advantage of Wilmington mistakes to pull
out their third victory of the season.
overall
Wooster has posted a
record within the
mark and a
North Coast Athletic Conference.
The key that put the Scots over the
they
top was the four
Eight-yea- r

3-5- -1

2-4-

games for the first time since 1989

back-to-bac- k

-1

44-yard-ru-

14-ya- rd

ns

pass and run from Ramsier to senior
tight end Trevor Garner.

managed. Junior free safety Damond
Moodie picked off two Wilmington
passes and recovered a fumble in an
outstanding defensive performance.
"Not only did we have a lot of
but we caused fumbles

and made things happen in this
game,' commented Tucker.
Wooster, for one of the few times

On defense, Moodie and senior
linebacker John Marcinek were
of the game. Marcinek re-

this season, took an early lead against
its opponent-- The Scots struck first

ceived the honor for once again leading the team in tackles with 14. He
121 tackles for the
has a team-be-

ys

take-away- s,

on a

20-ya-

field goal by junior

rd

place kicker Seth Carpi en in the first
quarter. At 7:28 of the first stanza,
Wooster extended its lead to 10-- on
junior flanker Brian Wright's
0

5-ya-

rd

touchdown reception from senior
quarterback John Ramsier.
The Quakers roared back, though,

taking a 0 lead at 9:46 of the
second quarter on two touchdowns.
Wooster took the lead for good on
junior tailback Eric Robinson's
run. Carpi en's kick was no
14-1-

3-ya-

rd

C-

co-playe-

&
...

'
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Jackets possess an impressive 1
mark and a number nine ranking in
the entire Midwestern region of Di- 8--

Men finish in routine fashion, -place seventh in conference meet

Division in National Champ for fifteen years straight, was upset by the
Denison University women 100-92.

As if that wasn't startling enough.
Wooster women scored 56 points to
Allegheny's 52 to end the Gators'
four- - year lock on the third place
conference spot.
This meet is really helpful to see
w here we are," said head coach Kdth
Beckett "After this meet I fed more
confident that our women will be
ahead of Allegheny by the end of the
season."

r

-

--

-

freestyle relay proved to be the most
critical in defeating Allegheny.- Se-

nior All American Kelly Allen
teamed up with junior All American
--

--

Tammy Behringer and two newcom-

ers Heather Gleason and Laura
h
the Gators with
Hively to
a time of 1:463.
In diving, junior captain Becky
Mullin paired up with first-yeLiz
Helstein to capture as a team the
second place spot on both the
boards.
and three-metRounding out the team finishes
were Wittenberg in fifth with 34
out-touc-

ar

one-met- er

er

points, Oberlin and Case Western
Reserve tied for sixth with eight
points and Ohio Wesleyan finished
in eighth place with two points.
For the men, not much has changed

from last year. Wooster men fin

.f--

S

photo by JOSHUA FAGANS

Wooster's swarming defense contributed greatly in its win over Wilmington. The Scots held the Quakers
to one meaningless touchdown in the second half of their 30-2- 0 win on Saturday.
vision III football. Defiance is led
by running back Von Cummings
who has 930 yards and 13 touchdowns this season. Wooster would
post its best record since 1987 with
a win tomorrow, despite losing its
first four games.
"It's been said that 'October is for

pretenders and November is for con-

tenders.' We'll see whether or not
we're a contender against Defiance,"
finished Tucker.
GAME NOTES: The Scots have
now won two games in arow for the
Wooster is
first time since 1989
2
on the road thus far, and a win
2--

tomorrow will give them a winning
The
road record for the season
Scots are likely to finish fifth in the
NCAC this season, their best showRobinson has
ing since 1989
gained more rushing yardage in the
last two games (460) than in the first
seven games combined (327).

SPORTS SHORTS

ished in seventh place at the relay
meet with 12 points, the same position they finished at conference last

Wooster's women placed third in
a majority of the relays during the
meet. However, the final 200

At the season opening NCAC
Relay Meet, the "natural order" was
shaken up as Kenyon College's
women's swim team, the reigning

.

season, 24 short of the Wooster

record of 145. Defensive lineman of
the game was junior defensive tackle
Bob Coma, who had 10 tackles.
"Our team hung tough. We were
relentless." stated Tucker.
Tomorrow, the Scots take the field
for the final time this season when
they play at Defiance. The Yellow

'
'

Women finish third, shock Allegheny

Tremors rolled through the North
Coast Athletic Conference last Saturday.

J

rs

swimming & diving

LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor

-

Tucker said, "Garner had a tremendous effort in getting the foot-

ball in the end zone. He received the
ball at almost the line of scrimmage
and ran the ball in diving the last
several yards." Robinson was named
offensive player of the game for his
effort. Alio on offense, senior right
tackle Dan Hansen was named offensive player of the game.

take-awa-

r

season.
1 am pleased with the men's

per-

formance overall," said Beckett.
"We have been training distance and
this meet focused more on sprint-

ing."
The highlight for the men's team
came during the distance relay com- of senior captain Tom
Erised
ungerford. sophomore Paul
Rob Krohn.
Caviglia and first-year

They combined to take fourth in the
1500 freestyle relay with a time of
15:39.9.
Not surprisingly. Kenyon won the

men's meet with 98 points, overpowering Denison, which finished
in second with a total of 77 points.
Third place honors went to Oberlin
(15). followed by Allegheny (49).
Ohio Wesleyan (36). Case Western
Reserve (22) and Wittenberg (6).
Wooster will be back in action in
two weeks at the Allegheny

The righting Scot football team will most likely have
their best finish in NCAC play since 1987.
Several members of the Wooster cross country team
will compete in the NCAARegionals tomorrow.
First year diver Liz Helstein and junior Becky Mullin
paired up to capture second place as a team on the
boards at the NCAC relays last
and three-met'
Saturday.

one-met- er

er

of the year

volleyball players

'
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men's soccer from page 12

Two bright spots in the dark The Fighting Scots' season ends
in thriller against Kenyon 1
receiving
in
Staff Writer
the

CHRIS MACKY

As with any sports team, there is a
time when the team goes through a
transition or rebuilding period. That
is where the Fighting Scot volleyball team was this past season.
Amid a season dominated by inconsistent play that led to a
overall record, the Scots had a few
bright spots.
The two players that shined the
Sarah
brightest were first-yeaRobertson and Brijin Boddy.
The Voice Sports staff has decided to name Robertson and Boddy
Volleyball Players of the Year for
the 1992 season.
1--

36

rs

Robertson started every game this

yearas the No. 1 setter, while Boddy
was sidelined for only a single game
due to an injury. The outside hitter
did, however, start every other game.

The two newcomers ended the
season atop the statistical column in
almost every category, Boddy mostly

on offense and Robertson mainly on
defense. Boddy led the team in
hitting attempts (530), kills (182)
and kills per game (1.9) in addition
to serving the most aces (19).
Robertson proved to be the most
The Voice Sports Editors have decided to make a joint prediction concerning tonight's Evander Holyfield-Riddic- k
Bowe Tight for the Heavyweight Championship of the world.

2--

consistent defensive player by leadperserve
ing
team
centage (75.2 percent) and digging
percentage (71.5 percent).
Not only was Robertson the best
defensive player, she also led the
team offensively in assists (226) and
assists per game (2.4). Similarly,
Boddy was not a
player.
She had the most digging attempts
(174) and was third on the team in
digs (101).
The characteristic that made these
two even more valuable to the team
one-facete-

How does the future look?
Robertson stated, "With the talent
that we have on the team we will win
more in the next couple of years."
wasn't difficult to
Boddy said.
keep a positive attitude, because I
knew we had the ability, and it would
just take time to win some games."
If next year's newcomers contrib-
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pboto by JOSHUA FAGANS

through Weidenhamer's hands and

the ideal set-u- p for Donovan, who
sprinted into the box and hit a picture-perfect

Overtime loomed in the near fu-

ture, but the Lords roared right back to
untie the score and earn the win.
A little over five mimm remained

when Donovan, Kenyon's

all-ti-

me

leading scorer, became the hero. An
inward-curlicross from tmrniate

header

diving

1.

past

Weidenhamer from six yards out to
give the Lords the 1 victory.
For the record, the Lords outshot
the Scots 11-- 9 while Weidenhamer
and Chapin registered six saves apiece.
The Scots finished the 1992 season
with a 13-- 7 mark.
2--

Browns 20, Chargers 13.

Cleveland is starting to put it
together now. The cold and
the precipitation in Municipal
Stadium should also contribute

to the demise of the warm-- ,
weather Chargers. Bills 31,
Dolphins 28. These two
offenses will have no
trouble putting the ball across
the end line in this matchup for
ATC supremacy . The Bills will
be riding high on the wings of
their snubbing of the Steelers
last week. There is no way Jim
Kelly will be handled as easily
as he was in the teams first
meeting.
"Human : Steelers Z4. Li
ons 13. The combination of
Detroit's lack of a strong offenhigh-power-

Wooster varsity tennis team
contact Jason Gindele at

"T .

.

The Scots hung tough against Kenyon, but could not pull out a win.
Kennedy's comer kick slipped Mac Shannon on the right wing was
bounced into the net to tie the score at

only $10
all proceeds benefit the

; y7.l

game. Look for the crowd and
die natural grass in Joe Robbie
stadium to hinder Buffalo's
offense.
The Sports Czar": Steelers
24, Lions 17. Pittsburgh will
still be reeling from the combination of the spanking that the
Bills put on mem last week as
well as the loss of Eric Green.
Although the Steelers will not
con tan Sanders, he will not be
able to do enough damage to
sway the game's outcome.
no-hudd-le

.

.-

r

Buf-

enough to win two in a row.
Dolphins 24, Bills 21. Dan
Marino is overdue for a big

It

Now on sale . . .

.

fol-

falo Bills at Miami Dolphins.
The Man": Steelers 20, Lions 10. Barry Sanders is the
best player in football, but he
can't carry the entire deadbeat
Lions squad on his shoulders.
Look for Barry Foster to run
wild. Chargers 13, Browns 10.
game will
This turnover-fille- d
be dominated by bom defenses.
The Browns are not consistent

r"'

ng

.

pre-

-2

Steelers, San Diego Chargers

1--

.

1-

at Cleveland Browns and

was their attitude. Each of them

Need some cool clothes?
Need Christmas gifts?
Need a rag to wash the car?

and "Human" posted a
record.
This week, me three will
dict the outcomes of the

lowing three NFL contests:
Detroit Lions at Pittsburgh

realized the situation of the team and
made the effort to stay positive.
Robertson and Boddy both agreed
that the team had the ability to win
more games this year but they just
could not put the pieces together.

title.

Last week, Peter The Man'
James claimed victory over his
two prognosticating partners
with a 1 mark. Both Mike
"The Sports Czar" Householder
2--

d

ute as much to the team as Robertson
and Boddy did, they will have no
trouble winning.
We pick Bowe to win the fight via
knockout BoweoutweighsHolyneld
by 30 pounds and win use his combination of weight and power to gain the

F)igskin
icks

-

THE MIGHTY DUCKS (PG) - Emilio Estevez
7:10&9:10

-

Mondays in
November:
Buy one get one
free!!
Mondays 5:00 to
10:00 p.m.
Good through
November only.

ed

'

sive line and Rodney Peete's

absence will render their Silver
Stretch offense ineffective. The
Steelers, even with the absence
of Green, will run rampant.
Chargers 14, Browns 10. Kevin
Mack will be lucky to get out of
the backfidd without the Charg

ers planting him in the cold

Municipal Stadium tundra. San
Dieeo s mammoth offensive

line and strong rushing attack
will wear down Cleveland s
aging linebacking corps by the
fourth quarter and insure vic
tory. Bills 35, Dolphins 28.
Defenses will not show up on
either team. Whoever has the
ball last will win.
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Fighting Scots lose in' a squeaker

j

S

KARYN POWERS
Staff Writer

of the goal box when senior Ashley
Young crossed the ball to her from
the right wing. Leightly's shot

This past weekend, the women's
soccer team entered the most impor-

A

V.

:

Hi

The Fighting Scots and the Eagles
both registered 12 shots on goal.
Hall recorded six saves, while her
counterpart Amy Wilvert made four
saves. Wooster took four corner

were asked to host the regional tournament in which they would be playing. The fighting Scots took to the

kicks to Mary Washington's one corner kick. Also. Wooster committed
12 fouls while the Eagles committed

field last Saturday to play national

five.
For the Scots senior Barbie
Thompson recorded three shots on
Regan Turner had
goal, first-yeLaura Fembach had
two, first-yetwo. Berger had one and finally,
sophomore Jen Marxlle recorded one
shot on goal.
In an emotional final speech,
coach David Brown reminded the
team. 1 couldn't have asked for
more effort from you (the team). We
made a great showing this year and
now we just have to set a higher goal
of going even further in the tournament next year.
Mary Washington went on to play
Denison, the other winner on Satur-

:

A'

;

of

Virginia. Mary Washington came
into the match with a regular season
and a big national
record of 4
tournament win over North Carolina
Wesleyan three days before.
After a shaky first ten minutes in
12-5--

I

w hich

'. )1
l

'

-

-

:
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J

Mary Washington had several

attempts on goal. Wooster finally
came alive. Within the first half
there were several scoring attempts
on the opponents goal. Wooster
continually created chances when the

team targeted Mary Washington's
weakness in defending against aggressive offensive breakaways. Several runs were made, not only by the
front line but also by the Wooster' I
defensive unit which included senior

Tami Berger and junior CLari Rob-

football

Wooster 30. Wilmington 20
men's soccer
Kenyon 1 . Wooster 0
swimming A diving
men
women
women's soccer
Mary Wash. 2. Wooster 1

(gii mm nt coir
"We're not getting the

erts.
As the tram battled back and forth
throughout the fust half and well into
the second half, it looked as though
the game might go into overtime.
Unfortunately. Mary Washington
wasn't going to let that happen. With
three and a half minium on the clock.

Mary Washington shocked the
Wooster team with a quick charge
down the right line, a low cross just
in front of the goal and a quick score.
The Eagles scored on a shot off the
foot of sophomore Mary Beth
Leightly. who was set up on the side
l-l.c-

Rick Bowness. whose NHL
expansion team has a

-

Scots.

-

.

-

".v--y

.

i

fi t-

ar

-

ar

day, beating them

1--

0

A
.

.A
1

in sudden death

overtime. That win put them in the
final four.
Wooster must not look back, however, as they begin to set their sights
on next year's season. The 1993
schedule will include such national
tournament teams as William-Smit- h
College (New York). Geneseo College (New York) and the University

of Rochester (New York). North
Carolina Wesleyan. Messiah College and the University of Scran ton
of Pennsylvania. Why is the season
featuring so many of the top soccer
teams? Because as Coach Brown
always says. "You can't be the best
unless you play the best."

photo by JOSHUA FAGANS

Sophomore forward Larisa Fries ns straggles for possession of the
loss to Mary Washington in round one of the
ball in the Scots'
NCAA Great Lakes Regional Tournament.
1- -0

The National Sports Scene
Major League Baseball: Dennis
Eckersley won the AL Cy Young
Award Greg Maddux won the NL
Cy Young Award. National Basketball League: The league ushered in another season early this
week. The Chicago Bulls are fa

College Footvorites to three-pea- t.
ball Association: Miami (Ha.) recaptured the No. 1 ranking from

Washington. National Hockey
League: The Pittsburgh Penguins
and the Montreal Canadiens are the
n
top teams.
early-seaso-

r

however, the Lords put three goals
past the Scot defense en route to a 4
victory in one of the most remark-

ANDY NEFF
Special to the Voice

3-1

record. (USA Today. 1111
92)

This week's

7--

For the second time in three years,
the Kenyon Lords bounced the Scot
soccer team out of the NCAA Great
Lakes Regional Tournament in the
fust round. Michael Donovan's diving header goal with less than six
minutes remaining in regulation broke
a
deadlock at Roy Rike Field in
Delaware and sent the Lords into the
regional championship game against
Ohio Wesleyan.
Scot soccer fans will remember with
dismay virtually the same scenario
just two years ago in the playoffs. In
1990. Wooster and Kenyon were
paired up in the first round of the
tournament at Roy Rike Field, and the
two teams dueled to a
4-tie in regulation. In overtime.
1- -1

Which NFL quarterback ha
thrown the most touchdown passe
u a career.'
Answers to the Sports Ouilenge should bi

251

ke first person to call in with the correc
receive S3 worth of food at Mom
ruck Stor court ev of the Snorts Editors

OBwer will

t

Scots suffer a case of deja vu in loss to Kenyon

Ottawa Senators coach

bhooed into the Voice office, extension

A

men'ss soccer
inert

bounces.''

1-1-

skid-

ded past diving junior goalkeeper
Lisa Hall.
Although Wooster battled back,
three minutes were not enough to
score, and the Final game of the season came to a close for the Fighting

tant game of its season. In fact, it
may very well have been the most
important game in the team's history
as it was the first time the Fighting
Scots had been invited to play in the
NCAA Great Lakes Regional Tournament .
Wooster (13-6-- 1 overall) was fortunate to not only have received a
bye in the first round of play, but also

rival Mary Washington College

f

1-- 0

ft

S

I

i--

j

i

.

women s soccer

i

U

.

back-and-for-

4

th

able playoff games in NCAA history.
On Friday. Wooster started off at a

disadvantage

when

first-ye-

ar

midfielder Ben Falcone was sidelined
with a knee injury. Then, the Scots
striker J;sse Buggs in
lost first-yethe first half when be took an elbow in
the mouth. Neither player was able to
return to action after being injured.
Temperatures dipped into the low
ar

30s, but that failed to cool down a
rabid contingent of Wooster faithful
trek to Ohio
that made the e
75-mil-

Wesleyan to see their beloved Scot?
in action. Unfortunately, the decidedly Wooster crowd ended up disappointed when history repeated itself.
Kenyon dictated the early going
and nearly shocked the Scots with a

goal less than a minute into the contest. On the Lords first offensive

through the second half, but it wasn't
until the final 20 minutes of the game

Jon Weidenhamer was forced to make
a diving save on a hard shot from
directly in front of the net The Scots
awoke from their temporary hibernation, but the Lords followed that
chance with several good opportuni-

scoreboard

chance. Wooster senior goalkeeper

ties, including a rebound shot by
Donovan that scooted just wide of an

empty Wooster net
The two teams played to a scoreless
half time tic, and then the Scots began
to pepper the Kenyon net early in the
second half. Junior Galen Avgennos
header attempt off a long cross forced

Lords goalie Marshall Chapin to
make a full extension diving save to
knock away a potential goal. Senior
Mphatso Namwali had a few good
scoring chances for Wooster midway
--

that the teams heated up the
With 18 minutes to play, Namwali
escalated the mood of the boisterous
Scot crowd to a fever pitch when he
connected on his 16th goal of the
season. The senior tri --captain picked
op the ball 25 yards from the goal,
brought it to his left foot, and turned
outside to beat his defender. He then

beat Chapin with a hard
shot that glanced off the right goalpost
on the ground and caromed into the
net for 1 0 Wooster lead
The Scots seemed to let up at that
point and settled back to play defensea move that would prove
costly. With 14 minutes left, John
left-foot- ed

--

see men's soccer on page 11

